
Flowscape wins contract with Swedish
governmental agency
A Swedish governmental agency with high security requirements selected Flowscape as
their room booking solution. The order value for the first year is SEK 986,000 (EUR
88,130) including SEK 161,500 (EUR 14,450) annual recurring revenue

"We strengthen our position as a leading supplier to authorities and companies with the highest
demands on safety and function. The customer decided us for our efficient and leading room
panel solution which is completely delivered within the customer's own IT firewalls and does
not need connection to a cloud service. Our solution for booking conference rooms is easy to
expand with functions for the new hybrid way of working and to measure office occupancy. I
am proud that we can offer a unique solution for municipalities and authorities that have high
security requirements and do not allow cloud solutions." says Peter Löfgren, Head of Sales
Nordic for Flowscape.

Read more on our website.

The installations include Flowscape's solutions for room panels and analysis portal.

This press release is a free translation of the Swedish version.

For additional information, please contact: 

Peter Reigo
CEO, Flowscape
Cellphone: +46 (0) 70 942 4687
E-mail: peter.reigo@flowscapesolutions.com

Certified Adviser: Skills Corporate Finance Nordic AB, phone: +46 (8) 517 082 40, email:
ca@skillscorp.se

About Flowscape Technology AB

Flowscape is a SaaS company with a world-leading solution for the hybrid office, optimization
of office space and a more efficient workday. The solution uses the latests sensor technolog to
create a state of the art SaaS solution for smart offices. The main function, Flowmap, gives
companies an overview of the office and enables them to quickly find rooms, desks, office
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equipment and colleagues as well as analysis of the use of the spaces. Flowscape also has a
communication tool for efficient geo fence specific communication to people in a building or
people within an area in the event of a crisis. Flowscape has offices in Stockholm
(headquarters), Sofia, San Francisco and London.

For more information, please visit  www.flowscapesolutions.com


